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Abstract—This paper presents a synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
simulator that is able to generate polarimetric SAR (POLSAR)
and polarimetric inverse SAR data of complex targets. It solves
the electromagnetic problem via high-frequency approximations,
such as physical optics and the physical theory of diffraction,
with notable computational efficiency. In principle, any orbital
monostatic sensor working at any band, resolution, and operating
mode can be modeled. To make simulations more realistic, the
target’s bearing and speed are considered, and for the particular
case of vessels, even the translational and rotational movements
induced by the sea state. All these capabilities make the simulator
a powerful tool for supplying large amounts of data with precise
scenario information and for testing future sensor configurations.
In this paper, the usefulness of the simulator on vessel classification
studies is assessed. Several simulated polarimetric images are
presented to analyze the potentialities of coherent target decom-
positions for classifying complex geometries, thus basing an opera-
tional algorithm. The limitations highlighted by the results suggest
that other approaches, like POLSAR interferometry, should be
explored.
Index Terms—Coherent target decompositions (CTD), polari-
metric inverse SAR (POLISAR), polarimetric SAR (POLSAR),
SAR image shifts, SAR simulation, ship classification, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR).
I. INTRODUCTION
NOWADAYS, the European Community (EC) is devotingmany efforts for developing efficient vessel monitoring
systems (VMSs) able to control in a global scale the maritime
traffic, especially fishing vessels, cruising the European waters.
Their main goal is to help authorities achieve a better manage-
ment of the surveillance resources in front of emergency situa-
tions or illegal fishing activities. Early monitoring systems have
been based on transponders that when placed onboard vessels
are able to provide vessel identification and position via satel-
lite communications. A good example is the VMS [1]. Since
January 1, 2005, all EC fishing vessels exceeding 15 m in
overall length are subjected to VMS, excluding those that
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are used exclusively for aquaculture and operating exclusively
inside the baselines of Member States. Third-country vessels
subject to VMS are obliged to have an operational satellite
tracking device installed onboard when they are in EC wa-
ters. Despite transponder-based monitoring solutions providing
accurate results, they are not perfectly suitable for monitor-
ing illegal activities as they need specific equipment to be
installed on each ship under control. The possibility that such
hardware can be intentionally disconnected or damaged drops
their overall autonomy and reduces its monitoring capability.
A complementary or even alternative solution may be found
on remote sensing instruments, particularly synthetic aperture
radar (SAR). Besides the demanded independence, the capa-
bility to cover vast areas with reasonable resolutions in all
weather conditions is an important advantage to be considered.
To be aware of the real potentialities of this technology in
vessel monitoring, the EC has promoted two projects, namely:
1) Improving fisheries Monitoring through integrating Passive
and Active Satellite based Technologies (IMPAST) [2] and
2) Detection, Classification, and Identification of Marine Traffic
from Space (DECLIMS) [3]. Both were defined to provide fo-
cus for research into the usage of satellite imagery for maritime
vessel detection, classification, and identification. In addition,
they tried to identify the advantages and drawbacks of different
approaches, to strengthen the infrastructure capable of meeting
the demands of users, and to help driving developments of new
sensors and platforms toward the operational need of vessel
monitoring.
While detection techniques with SAR imagery are quite
well established, and some operational algorithms are available,
classification is still an open issue. Single-polarization images
present strong limitations toward a reliable classification, but
coherent target decompositions (CTD) [4] applied to polari-
metric SAR (POLSAR) data seem to be able to provide better
results. These theorems express the scattering matrix as the
complex sum of basis matrices, each of them associated to an
elementary scattering mechanism. Such mechanisms can also
be related to the geometrical shapes of the vessels’ structure
(like trihedrals, diplanes, etc.), allowing, in theory, the extrac-
tion of useful information for classification.
Anyway, up to now, it has not been fully confirmed that
CTD is a reliable tool for ship classification. In addition to
the difficulties on acquiring the required quantities of real
data of vessels under different observation and environmental
0196-2892/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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conditions with precise ground truth, the technological con-
straints of current sensors regarding resolution and polarimetric
capabilities make it almost impossible to perform such a study.
The only option to overcome this situation is the usage of
numerical tools that reproduce in a computer the vessel SAR
signature that a sensor would provide in a real and controlled
scenario.
This paper presents a SAR simulator [5], [6] fulfilling these
requirements. It has been developed at the Universitat Politèc-
nica de Catalunya (UPC) in the framework of the IMPAST
project and provides POLSAR and polarimetric inverse SAR
(POLISAR) images of complex targets. The software can sim-
ulate sensors working at any orbit, carrier frequency, operat-
ing mode, and resolution, and to make the simulations more
realistic, it can also consider the vessel’s bearing, speed, and
all movements induced by the sea state. These features are an
important advantage in relation to current SAR simulation tools
known by the authors. Certainly, most of them are focused
on working with distributed targets [7]–[9] or to use different
radar cross section (RCS) prediction tools [10], [11] to derive
inverse SAR (ISAR) data. The former is oriented to ocean
simulation and makes some simplifications as not considering
diffraction and multiple scattering that would not properly work
for complex targets. The latter is mainly designed to isolate
scattering centers for military applications.
This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents a
description of the SAR simulator as well as its validation. Its
usefulness for classification studies is assessed in Section III,
where simulated data sets processed for different targets and
scenarios are presented and analyzed. The outlined conclusions
point out the capabilities and limitations of POLSAR imagery
for classification purposes as well as suggest new approaches to
the problem.
II. SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION AND VALIDATION
The SAR simulator, known as graphical electromagnetic
computation SAR (GRECOSAR) [5], [6], is a numerical tool
that can generate POLSAR and POLISAR images of nondis-
tributed complex targets for a wide range of flexible and per-
fectly controlled scenarios. Its core is formed by two software
modules developed at UPC, namely: 1) the electromagnetic
(EM) solver GRECO [12]–[14], which fixes most of the com-
putational requirements, and 2) a SAR processor based on the
extended chirp scaling algorithm (ECSA) [15].
The block scheme of the simulator is presented in Fig. 1.
In this scheme, the dark gray boxes highlight the two main
software modules, whereas the white ones highlight the dif-
ferent steps of simulation. The light gray boxes indicate the
input parameters that define a simulation and used to calculate
the orbital position of the platform, the antenna pointing and
synthetic aperture length (“satellite parameters”), the chirp
parameters (“radar parameters”), some environment-related
information (“target environment parameters”), and the geo-
metrical structure of the target in a GRECO-compatible format
(“target model file”). Regarding the target environment, the
main parameters are the sea state and the target’s speed, bearing
(β), and position within the swath. This last parameter is
Fig. 1. Scheme of the SAR simulator.
Fig. 2. Imaging geometry for SAR data. Despite the flat-Earth drawing, all
calculations are carried out considering an ellipsoidal Earth.
fixed by the so-called near–far or look angle (δ), which is
pictorially defined in the imaging geometry of SAR data shown
in Fig. 2.
A. Determination of the Satellite and Vessel Positions
In the first step of a simulation, the sensor positions are
calculated according to the orbit of the satellite, which is
defined by their six Keplerian orbital elements. This process
takes into account the so-called “yaw steering,” which is used
for most satellites to accommodate the high Doppler due to
Earth rotation to the available pulse repetition frequency. The
simulator can consider the problem in two different ways.
The user can select either a yaw steering value from which
the Doppler parameters are calculated or a Doppler centroid
and adjust the required yaw steering for the given orbit, target
latitude, and look angle. Once the yaw steering is known, the
precise position of the target is calculated using the near–far
angle (δ), the incidence angle (ϕ), and the satellite positions.
B. View Calculations
The EM solver works as if the radar was placed in front of
the computer screen where the object is visualized. This implies
that the original vessel model has to be rotated in azimuth and
elevation to be placed with the same orientation as it would
be seen by the satellite. These rotations are controlled by the
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Fig. 3. Translational and rotational motions due to sea swell over the vessel
model.
so-called “view angles,” which are defined over a coordinate
system fixed at the vessel’s structure (see Fig. 3). They are
computed by taking into account the target’s position, bearing,
and speed, the sea state, and the set of satellite positions in
which the target is into the antenna beam.
Regarding target motions, cruising speed is simulated by
modifying for each azimuth position the location of the target
according to its bearing. On the other hand, vessel motions due
to ocean waves are simulated by applying the proper trans-
lations (swaying, heaving, and surging) and rotations (pitch,
roll, and yaw) to the vessel’s axis. The former are assumed
as additional linear motions, whereas the latter are defined by
a set of angular velocities derived from the wave parameters
(wave height, wave period, and wave direction relative to ves-
sel’s course) and vessel dimensions. In this process, a simple
wave model that considers waves as sinusoids and computes
the angular velocities without taking the hydrodynamic forces
into account is used. This simplified model is enough for the
simulator’s purposes, mostly oriented to know the effects of
vessel motions on SAR images rather than perfectly model a
particular sea estate.
C. Radar Signal Simulation
The last step before starting the EM computations is the radar
signal simulation. GRECO performs all calculations in the fre-
quency domain, i.e., at a single frequency, while the simulation
of SAR raw data is a time-domain problem. The chirp signal in
time domain is emulated by using the discrete frequency values
computed with a fast Fourier transform (FFT) over the temporal
window in which the target is illuminated by the impinging
radiation. The wider the target is on the range direction, the
larger is the number of discrete frequencies to consider. In
practice, due to the small target dimensions compared with the
spatial chirp length, the number of frequencies can be a priori
fixed from the chirp parameters. The amplitude and phase of
each discrete frequency is stored to be used later to generate
the raw data from the computed scattered fields. With the view
angles, satellite to target ranges, and chirp frequencies, GRECO
computes the scattered monostatic EM field for each azimuth
position, frequency, and polarization.
D. GRECO Software
GRECO is designed to predict the RCS of perfectly conduct-
ing three-dimensional (3-D) complex target models [12]–[14].
Fig. 4. Imaging geometry for POLISAR data.
It is based on high-frequency approximations that avoid the
unrealistic computational requirements imposed by the dis-
cretization of Maxwell’s equations when applied to electrically
large models. The high-frequency methods used by GRECO are
enumerated as follows.
• Physical optics (PO) for perfectly conducting surfaces.
• Method of equivalent currents (MEC) with Ufimtsev’s
physical theory of diffraction (PTD) coefficients or
Mitzner’s incremental length diffraction coefficients
(ILDC) for perfectly conducting edges.
• Geometrical optics (GO) + PO ray tracing for multiple
reflection analysis. Bistatic GO is used for all reflections
except the last one, for which PO is used. GO divergence
factors for curved surfaces are computed approximately.
GRECO can analyze models only defined by polygonal
facets or parametric surfaces. Several formats are admitted as
International Graphic Exchange Specification v.5.2 (IGES) or
AutoCAD .dxf files. For the models presented in this paper, the
UPC’s CAD software package GiD [16] has been used for its
design.
E. Raw Data and SAR Image Generation
To get the final raw data, it is necessary to come back to time
domain via an inverse FFT in the range applied for each azimuth
position to the complex scattered fields calculated by GRECO.
Previously, each frequency sample has been weighted with its
original amplitude and phase. Once the fully polarimetric raw
data are available, the SAR processor is used to focus the
images. The simulator has been radiometrically calibrated to
provide the RCS normalized to the resolution cell σo.
F. POLISAR Mode
The simulator can also generate POLISAR data. It uses a
circular spotlight mode in which the radar is rotating around the
target at fixed distance and incidence angle (see Fig. 4) [17].
The angular aperture (∆Ω) can be selected from a range
of angles belonging to the upper half-space defined by the
sea level. Depending on the selected bandwidth and angular
aperture centimetric resolutions can be easily reached, and thus,
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Fig. 5. Spanish fishing vessel model T1.
the obtained scattering centers and polarimetric behavior can be
accurately related with target’s geometry.
G. Simulator Validation
GRECOSAR has been validated using both arrays of canon-
ical targets and complex models. The results obtained with
spheres, dihedrals, and trihedrals have shown that the expected
compression accuracy and polarimetric behavior is achieved.
Validation with complex targets has benefited from the exhaus-
tive comparison of the results provided by the EM solver with
measurements in anechoic chambers [12]–[14]. The results
have shown that the backscattered fields computed by GRECO
are reliable enough as to assume that the POLSAR images gen-
erated by the simulator provide realistic information. Simulated
POLISAR data have confirmed this result due to their capability
to accurately relate the polarimetric behavior with the details of
the vessel’s structure.
Some POLISAR simulations have been made with this goal.
Fig. 11 shows some examples for a C-band sensor with a
bandwidth of 1 GHz and angular excursion ∆Ω = 5◦, which
provides 15-cm resolution in range and 36 cm in azimuth.
These data have been generated for a Spanish fishing vessel
27 m long and 10 m wide modeled with ∼275 000 triangular
facets (model T1 shown in Fig. 5). The fully polarimetric scat-
tering maps have been analyzed with the sphere diplane helix
(SDH) CTD developed by Krogager [18] (see Section III-B
for further details). This decomposition uses three elementary
mechanisms, namely: 1) sphere–trihedral–flat plane (odd num-
ber of reflections); 2) diplane (even number of reflections);
and 3) helix (changes on the polarization of incident waves
from linear to circular, which can be understood as a two-
double-bounce mechanism). The weight of each mechanism
for each pixel of the image has been coded in RGB format.
Besides some multireflection phenomena, all the retrieved maps
indicate that only two kinds of structures located at specific
parts of the vessel behave as strong scatters. The first class
is the diplane interaction of the masts and banisters with the
cabin surface, whereas the second one is trihedral-like, formed
by the buttresses of the lateral flat banister. In both cases, the
target’s geometry fits with the polarimetric behavior, showing
the consistency of GRECOSAR data. The simulations lasted
two days using a dual-processor Athlon MP 1900 personal
computer with 2 GB of RAM memory.
The usage at this point of real imagery for validation would
indeed be interesting but at the same time very difficult as
besides the image itself, a detailed model of the vessel and,
more complicated, their exact bearing, speed, and attitude at the
precise moment of the image acquisition would be necessary.
III. APPLICATION TO VESSEL CLASSIFICATION STUDIES
The usefulness of the simulator in vessel classification stud-
ies is assessed in this section. Simulated images are used to
derive conclusions for matters that up to now have not been
significantly studied due to the lack of reliable data. Two issues
will be tackled, namely: 1) the analysis of vessel motion effects
on the retrieval of useful parameters for classification, as ship
length, and 2) the potentiality of CTD for basing a trustworthy
classification algorithm.
A. Vessel Motion Effects on Ship Length Retrieving
1) Theory: Some basic algorithms have used ship length to
coarsely classify ships, for example, distinguish a cargo from
a fishing vessel [19]. The correct retrieval of this parameter
is not easy as accuracy depends mainly on the ship’s size
compared with the available resolution, its orientation, and its
motion history [20], [21]. The latter is the most worsening
factor as it can cause signature distortions in the azimuth direc-
tion. Certainly, all slant-range velocities induced in the target
scatters will modify their Doppler history, which is precisely
the information used by SAR processors to properly focus and
locate the different scatters in the azimuth direction. A point
target with a radial velocity vscatterr will have its spread function
shifted in azimuth with respect to the expected location [22] and
will even suffer from focusing inaccuracies. The shifting ∆X
can be easily calculated from
∆X = −|
R|vscatterr
|Vsat|
(1)
where R is the platform-to-target range vector, and Vsat is the
platform velocity vector.
In the particular case of vessels, its cruising speed and the
influence of the surrounding sea are translated into motions
with up to seven degrees of freedom. They are divided in
translational and rotational, and both can induce different radial
velocities on the vessels’ scatters [21]. Two kinds of effects
can be observed. The simplest case is when all scatters have
the same radial velocity causing “uniform azimuth shifts” of
the whole spread function of the vessel and, thus, geolocation
errors. This effect is observed when the ship has a unique linear
motion, mainly defined by its cruising speed. Another source
are the translational motions induced by the sea state, i.e.,
swaying, surging, and heaving, but although they can slightly
modify the effective cruising speed, they can be neglected in
practice [20]. In contrast, when rotational motions, i.e., pitch-
ing, rolling, and yawing, are dominant, the different scatters can
have slant-range velocities that magnitude and sense depend
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Fig. 6. Definition of the radial components for the scatters of a simple vessel
affected by pitching.
on their location with respect to the rotation axes. These can
result in “nonuniform azimuth shifts” when the spread function
of each scatter is affected by different shifts. Consequently, the
vessel’s shape in the SAR image appears distorted in azimuth
and its length overestimated. Normally, the heaviest distortions
are observed for pitching [20], [21].
As shown in [21], it is possible to theoretically calculate the
slant-range velocity for each element of the vessel’s structure
as a function of its location and the imaging geometry. For the
ith scatter, the contribution of the cruising speed is
vrispeed = |v| cos(ε) sin(ϕ) (2)
where ε is the vessel bearing with respect to ground-range
direction, and ϕ is the incidence angle. According to the
imaging geometry depicted in Fig. 2, ε = 90◦ − β − φ. The
contributions to the radial velocity of rolling, pitching, and
yawing can be approximated to
vrSiroll
∼=LxˆSi · δroll
[
sin
(
θyˆSi
)
sin(ε) sin(ϕ)−cos
(
θyˆSi
)
cos(ϕ)
]
(3)
vrSipitch
∼=LyˆSi ·δpitch
[
cos
(
θzˆSi
)
cos(ε) sin(ϕ)+sin
(
θzˆSi
)
cos(ϕ)
]
(4)
vrSiyaw
∼= − LzˆSiδ˙yaw
[
sin
(
θxˆSi
)
cos(ε)+cos
(
θxˆSi
)
sin(ε)
]
sin(ϕ)
(5)
where in all cases δ˙motion is the angular velocity of the corre-
sponding motion expressed in radians per second, LaxisSi is the
shortest distance in meters from the scatter Si to the specific
rotation axis, and θaxisSi is the orientation angle in degrees of the
scatter Si. All these parameters are defined in the schematized
ship of Fig. 6 for the case of pitching.
2) Description of Simulated Scenarios: To illustrate how
the simulator can help to evaluate vessel motions effects in
Fig. 7. Trihedral distribution of model T2. Dimensions are defined in ground
range.
Fig. 8. Imaging geometry for the model T2.
SAR imagery and ship length retrieval, a set of simulations is
presented. A simplified version of a vessel has been made using
an array of seven triangular trihedrals, each with an edge length
of 1 m, faced toward the sensor. This model, labeled T2 and
shown in Fig. 7, is a simple representation of the buttresses of
vessel T1 with a trihedral-like scattering behavior. This simple
distribution of scatters makes the interpretation of nonuniform
azimuth shifts easier when evaluating the impact of different
rotations on the vessel signature. The conclusions derived from
the results can be extrapolated to more complex models without
any loss of generality.
Model T2 has been simulated in four different scenarios
using an ERS-like SAR sensor with null Doppler centroid.
The imaging geometry, illustrated in Fig. 8, shows the vessel
sailing toward the sensor (this is ε = 0◦), and the angular
motions have been defined according to Fig. 3. In the first
simulation, labeled CALM, model T2 is static in a steady
sea. In the other three, in addition to a cruising speed vT2
of 3 m/s, the model experiments particular rotational motions
with angular velocities δ˙i of 0.015 rad/s. The subindex i indi-
cates which rotational motion has been simulated: pitch, roll,
or yaw.
3) Data Analysis: The magnitudes of the HH SAR images
obtained for the four scenarios are gathered in Fig. 9 after
being zero padded by a factor of 32. As expected, the signature
of simulation CALM is focused at the correct position and
with the exact dimensions, while in the other three cases, the
center of the target is displaced in azimuth due to cruising
speed. In addition, the relative separation among the corners
changes depending on the rotational motion and their position
along the hull. For simulation PITCH, the distortion pattern
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Fig. 9. Magnitudes of the interpolated HH SAR images for simulations calm,
pitch, roll, and yaw.
is characterized by an azimuth shift on the location of the
spread functions of the bow and stern trihedrals. Due to their
equidistance with respect to the center of rotation (highlighted
in Fig. 7 by a white star), the induced radial velocities have
the same magnitude but opposite sense as well as azimuth
shifts. The same applies for simulations roll and yaw, but
not for the board and starboard trihedrals. All the shift terms
observed in these images can be checked by evaluating (3)–(6)
and (2) with the simulation parameters.
From the obtained results, some observations are enumerated
as follows.
1) For low incidence angles ϕ, pitching causes the largest
nonuniform shifts and azimuth length distortions. Cer-
tainly, for lower values of ϕ, the yaw contribution and
the first terms of (3) and (4) can be neglected. This means
that significant radial velocities can only be induced by
those scatters located over the deck as the buttresses of
the vessel T1 [21]. For pitching, these scatters can reach
higher values of LaxisSi and, thus, induce higher radial
velocities. These results corroborate those derived in [20]
from the analysis of RADARSAT images.
2) Motion values have been simulated quite unrealistically
to maximize azimuth shifts. Certainly, the induced radial
velocity for pitching is equal to 0.9 m/s, which is far, for
example, from the 0.29 m/s retrieved in [20] for an image
acquired in normal meteorological conditions. Even for a
strong sea state, the estimated value is around 0.8 m/s. So,
the length overestimation measured for pitching (around
of 400%) is improbable to be observed in real scenarios
but not impossible. However, usual sea states can induce
errors higher than 100%.
3) Despite the geometric simplicity of model T2, the per-
centage on length overestimation can be extrapolated to
a complex vessel. This can be observed in Section III-B,
where SAR images for the vessel model T1 are presented
for different sea states. Therefore, it can be concluded that
target length is not a reliable measurement for basing a
classification algorithm as it is dramatically affected by
the rotational motions during image acquisition.
TABLE I
SAR SENSOR PARAMETERS FOR THE C-BAND SENSOR
TABLE II
SAR SENSOR PARAMETERS FOR THE TERRASAR-X SIMULATIONS
TABLE III
SCENARIO CONDITIONS FOR THE SIMULATIONS OF SECTION III-B
B. Potentialities of CTD in Vessel Classiﬁcation
1) Theory: The scattering properties of deterministic com-
plex targets are characterized by having in each resolution cell
a reduced number of predominant scatters. This avoids the de-
finition of a statistic giving no sense to the usage of distributed
methods based on second-order polarimetric descriptors. The
use of the Sinclair (or scattering) matrix [S] is more advisable,
and in this field, CTD can be considered the best analysis
method. These theorems express [S] as a complex sum of basis
matrices, each of them associated to an elementary scattering
mechanism. Such mechanisms can also be related to well-
defined geometrical shapes. In a general formulation
[S] =
N∑
j=1
αj [S]j (6)
where [S]j are the basis matrices, and αj are complex numbers
measuring the weight of each mechanism. The inferring of
αj for all the pixels allows the generation of a polarimetric
signature map that outlines the basic features of the vessels’
geometry. This property and the fact that CTD can analyze
the image pixel-by-pixel, thus preserving the full resolution,
seem to make these techniques suitable for complex target
classification.
According to the selected basis matrices, different methods
have been developed. The first approach is the Pauli theorem,
which uses the Pauli spin matrices to express [S] in terms of
single scattering (flat surface, sphere, or trihedral) and dihedral
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Fig. 10. Results of simulations SD1–SD4 for the C-band and X-band POLSAR sensors.
Fig. 11. SDH decomposition of POLISAR images for the C-band sensor under scenario conditions SD1–SD4.
mechanisms with an orientation of 0◦ and 45◦. The other
approaches are the SDH developed by Krogager [18] and the
Cameron one [23]. This last theorem exploits the symmetric
scattering characteristics of complex targets to isolate six ele-
mental scatters, i.e., trihedral, diplane, dipole, cylinder, narrow
diplane, and quarter-wave device.
The coherent nature of CTD forces to consider all the scatter-
ing centers associated with each basis to share the same center
of phase within the resolution cell. This means CTD will work
properly only for those cases having a single and strong scatter
per mechanism in each pixel or a reduced number of them
behaving very close to the selected basis. If these conditions
are not fulfilled, CTD analysis can lead to unpredictable results
[24], [25]. In the following, GRECOSAR will be used to clarify
the usefulness of CTD in classification.
2) Description of Simulated Scenarios: Different simula-
tions have been generated for the vessel model presented in
Fig. 5 with two different sensors, one working at C-band and
the other at X-band. Table I shows the main parameters of a
C-band sensor with a resolution of 3.5 m in both azimuth and
range. Ten simulations have been made using the environmental
conditions detailed in Table II. For conditions SD1 to SD4,
with the vessel steady, both POLSAR and POLISAR images
have been obtained, whereas with conditions SD5 and SD6,
which consider the vessels moving and affected by rotations,
only POLSAR has been obtained. Table III shows the sensor
parameters of an X-band SAR with a resolution of 1 m in
range and 2 m in azimuth. Eight simulations have been made
under conditions SD1 to SD4 for obtaining both POLSAR and
POLISAR images. All POLISAR simulations have a bandwidth
of 1 GHz and an angular aperture ∆Ω = 5◦ that provides 15 cm
of resolution in range and 36 cm in azimuth. POLISAR images
have the same point of view as the POLSAR ones, which allows
their comparison.
3) Data Analysis: The results of these simulations are pre-
sented in Figs. 10–12. Fig. 10 shows the POLSAR images for
the C-band and X-band sensors under simulation conditions
SD1 to SD4. Results have been ordered in four rows, one for
each bearing. The first column shows the vessel under the point
of view of the satellite with the location of two reference points
corresponding to two significant scatters. The second and third
columns show, respectively, the C-band data analyzed with
SDH and Cameron decompositions. The remaining columns
show the results for the X-band sensor: the fourth displays
the RGB image of the SDH decomposition, while the fifth,
sixth, and seventh display each channel of the decomposition.
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Fig. 12. Results of simulations SD5 and SD6 for the C-band POLSAR
sensor.
Fig. 11 presents the RGB images derived after applying SDH
to the C-band POLISAR images under conditions SD1 to SD4.
Colored circles point at the most important scattering centers
of the vessel, which correspond to the two reference points of
POLSAR images. The POLISAR data for the X-band sensor
have not been included as they are very similar to the C-band.
Finally, Fig. 12 shows the RGB image derived from the ap-
plication of SDH to POLSAR data simulated under conditions
SD5 and SD6. All color codes are summarized in Table IV.
Whereas Pauli and SDH theorems use RGB images, Cameron
uses a color-coded format. This last theorem considers seven
mechanisms, the six symmetric, i.e., trihedral, diplane, dipole,
cylinder, narrow diplane, and quarter-wave device, and another
labeled asymmetric that gathers all asymmetric contributions.
Black color is used to hide those pixels with a span value under
a fixed threshold.
From the obtained results, some observations are enumerated
as follows.
1) The polarimetric behavior of the ship obtained with CTD
from high-resolution POLISAR images is quite stable
with respect to different bearings. Certainly, similar scat-
tering mechanisms, which can be associated to well-
defined parts of the vessel’s structure, appear in all the
images. The most important ones are the buttresses,
with a trihedral-like mechanism, and the masts, with a
diplane interaction. Such scatters could be the base of
a classification pattern as their behavior is preserved for
a wide solid angle of observation conditions. Especially
important is the dihedral mechanism, which is observed
for most bearings (further ISAR tests have confirmed
this point).
2) On the contrary, and with the same RGB representation,
the polarimetric behavior of the ship derived from SAR
images is not so stable with respect to the vessel bearing
than in the previous case. Although there are some pixels
that could be related with the main scattering centers and
the vessel’s structure, the information provided by CTD is
strongly dependent on the bearing. Similar results will be
obtained modifying the incidence angle. Even worst are
the results for simulation conditions SD5 and SD6, where
the polarimetric behavior derived from CTD experiments
almost randomly changes. It can also be noticed that the
enlargement of the vessel’s azimuth length with condition
SD5 is quite similar to that retrieved in simulation PITCH
TABLE IV
COLOR CODE FOR DECOMPOSITION IMAGES
of Section III-A, but with an azimuth length overestima-
tion of around 80%.
3) If the previous analysis is performed separately on the
three SDH channels, it can be found that for each bear-
ing, a similar scattering distribution can be isolated. An
accurate evaluation of the location and behavior of the
predominant mechanisms shows that the derived polari-
metric signature can be qualitatively linked with those
retrieved in ISAR images. But the poorer resolutions
of SAR images with respect to ISAR ones represent a
strong limitation. Even in the case of the X-band data,
better resolution is not enough. As shown in Fig. 10, it
is possible to distinguish the clear trihedral-like mech-
anisms induced by the buttresses and the dihedral-like
ones due to masts over the cabin. However, at first sight,
the retrieved information seems to be not enough for a
trustworthy classification.
These results confirm that a classification approach cannot
be based only on CTD unless sensors supporting very high
resolution modes were available. In any case, the highlighted
limitations do not mean polarimetry has to be considered use-
less for vessel classification. Just the contrary, POLISAR and
POLSAR images have shown that the polarimetric behavior
of the vessel is dominated by a reduced number of significant
scattering centers that preserve their polarimetric behavior for a
reasonably wide range of observation conditions. The structures
that generate these mechanisms are very common in most
vessels; thus, it seems reasonable that similar results can be
obtained for all of them. Obviously, their distribution would
vary according to the particular geometrical structure of each
ship, and this is the clue for allowing their classification. The
only point that must be solved is how to reliably retrieve such
information. In this field, it is mandatory to derive from data
quantitative measurements of the target’s geometry instead of
the qualitative analysis provided by CTD. The relative height
among scatters obtained via single-pass SAR interferometry
can be a solution. If no degradation on the interferometric
phase is observed, this parameter is more stable with respect to
the observation conditions, like the vessel’s bearing, incidence
angle, and sea state. Work performed by the authors based on
combining polarimetry and interferometry (POLIn-SAR) has
confirmed this stability [26]. Preliminary results have shown
that this kind of data can provide 3-D distribution of scat-
ters with a notable invariance with respect to the observation
conditions. These results encourage further investigations in
this field.
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IV. CONCLUSION
A numerical tool able to provide POLSAR and POLISAR
images of complex targets has been presented and validated.
It is based on the UPC’s EM solver GRECO that predicts
with high-frequency methods the EM fields scattered by 3-D
models. The simulator provides high flexibility on scenario
configuration and an efficient management of the computer
resources, which allows the usage of a simple personal com-
puter to obtain significant amounts of data for electrically
large models. With these features, the simulator becomes a
useful tool for the development of applications requiring large
amounts of data under a wide range of observation conditions
and with precise ground truth. These advantages are even more
crucial when the data requirements cannot be fulfilled with real
measurements.
This paper assessed the usefulness of the simulator for pro-
viding the data required in vessel classification studies using
SAR imagery. Simulated POLSAR and POLISAR data sets
have been generated for different sensors and targets under
different environment conditions. Two particular issues have
been analyzed, namely: 1) the signature distortions induced
by the vessels’ motions during image acquisition and, espe-
cially, its impact on ship length retrieval; and 2) the suitability
of CTD in classification applications. On one hand, vessel
motions may cause significant distortions on the ships’ SAR
images that greatly drop the classification capability of im-
age features such as ship length and bearing. On the other
hand, exhaustive ISAR tests have shown that the polarimetric
signature of vessels can be used as an identification map as
their scattering behavior is dominated by some significant
scatters that preserve their properties in a wide solid angle.
Unfortunately, the analysis of POLSAR images has shown that
a classification algorithm cannot be based only in CTD as
the practical usage of this polarimetric tool is strongly limited
by the image resolution. The discussion on CTD performance
has pointed out that the next step in vessel classification
should combine the benefits of polarimetry with a quantita-
tive measure of the ship’s scatters distribution. Single-pass
POLIn-SAR can provide the required data for retrieving 3-D
height profiles of the different scatters distributed along the
vessels’ structure.
The presented simulator is a powerful tool for vessel SAR
classification studies, but it can also be extensively used in a
wider range of SAR research areas, for instance, the design and
evaluation of future missions.
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